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Timmy Donnahue

Tioano Morel

Andrew Todd

Nolan Potter

ST

IL

IA

IA

IA

HIGH SCHOOL

Notes

Position

Grad Year

HT

WT

Plainfield North

Donnahue was one of the top 2 defensive lineman at camp. He has good length at the DE position
and could stand up and rush the passer from a 2 point stance. He used his hands well getting to
the chest of the OL. Donnahue has a quick first step and is able to use his speed to get the edge
or a counter move back to the inside. He took to coaching very well and was one of the leaders of
the group.

DL

2017

6-2

200

Luisa-Muscatine

Morel is a DL prospect who could play LB or DL. He did a very good job on the inside 3 tech and
outside 5 tech. Showed a good quickness on the edge rushing the passer, but also used a nice
counter move to keep the OL off balance. Was one of the most advanced pass rushers at the camp
using a rip and swim move. Morel showed good strength against the run and was able to stop
much bigger OL at the line of scrimmage.

DL

2017

6-0

205

Washington

Todd was the overall camp MVP and best OL at the camp. He holds an early Iowa State offer and
showed a very advanced skill set. Todd played with a great base and was able to bend and get
under smaller DL. Coach McNally spoke very highly of him. He moved well with a good base in
pass protection and played with great balance and patience.

OL

2018

6-4

260

Washington

2017 U.S. Army Combine invite Potter is a huge OL prospect with a great frame. He needs to get
stronger and add bulk but he has the length and height you look for in an OT. Potter played with
good feet and high effort while run blocking. He runs his feet to the whistle and plays with an edge.
Potter needs to improve anchoring down as a run blocker. He moves well in pass protection and is
able to use his long arms to keep defenders off of his chest.

OL

2018

6-6

240

Chase Arends

Aaron Byrd

Pierre Anderson

Zackary Lee

Tyler Nutall

Christian Pinkney

Mark Ward

IA

IL

IL

MI

IL

MI

IL

Dike-New Arends

Arends worked out as an OL at the FBU camp, but could also play interior DL at the next level. He
played with a real nasty streak the entire camp and was a block finisher. He came off the ball with
a flat back and was able to get movement during the run blocking drill. Arends showed good
strength and was able to get movement on DL on 1v1 blocks. As a pass blocker, he needs to
continue to work on his balance, but was able to play with a solid base.

OL

2018

6-2

250

Bradley-Bourbannais

Byrd is an OL prospect who can play OG, OC and can even long snap. He was very good in pass
protection showing a good base while mirroring DL. He played with good balance and was able to
continue to pass block while keeping that good technique. Byrd plays with an edge as a run blocker
and did a good job blocking the whistle. He was very coachable and you could tell he was an FBU
alum because of his experience in the drills. Byrd needs to continue to get stronger and work on
coming off the ball with a quicker first step.

OL

2018

6-3

240

South Shore

LB prospect Anderson is an FBU alumni and a leader of the LB group and took to coaching really
well. He does a good job sideline to sideline and played with good effort. Anderson played well in
the 1v1 sessions and also the team portion of the camp. He showed a good understanding of the
defensive scheme and worked well with the other LBs.

LB

2017

5-10 190

West Catholic

Lee is a LB prospect who is also a FBU camp alum. He attended the '16 Army Combine. ILB
prospect who is physical while jamming WRs and RBs close to the line of scrimmage. Lee got
better running with them in space, but will need to continue to work on his speed. He was a leader
on the defensive side of the ball and did a good job communicating pre snap to the other members
of the defense.

LB

2018

6-0

195

Homewood-Flossmoor

Another FBU alumni, Nutall, was the best RB at the camp. He has a low to the ground bulid but is
very muscular. He caught the ball well out of the backfield and was able to make defenders miss in
space. Nutall did a nice job on the angle and whip routes and was able to drop his hips and change
direction. As a ball carrier, he showed good strength going through drills and was a leader all
weekend.

RB

2017

5-7

150

Kearsly

Pinkney is an athletic RB prospect who had a long lean build that could translate to WR or even
DB. He was a long strider that showed good speed on the deep seam and wheel routes. His coach
spoke very highly of his versatility and scheme flexibility. He showed good change of direction in
the open field as a ball carrier with an ability to put his foot in the ground and quickly make a move
on a defender.

RB

2017

5-11 165

St. Patrick

Young RB prospect Ward showed very well at the FBU Chicago camp as a freshman. Ward has a
nice frame at 6-0 172, with a long lean build. He showed an ability to track the ball well in the air as
a pass catcher. He did well in the 1v1 portion of the camp with his change of direction.

RB

2019

6-0

172

Kyle Roth

Bryce Hall

Jovan Marsh

Johhny Sullivan

Cameron Kirkpatrick

Malcolm Mahler

D'Lo Mentone

IL

WI

IL

IA

IL

WI

IL

Lake Zurich

Roth, RB who missed day 1 at FBU Chicago, was a nice surprise on Day 2 and 3. He ran a 10.8
100m at a recent track meet. His coach spoke very highly of him and said that he really stood out
when the campers went to the 1v1 and 7v7 segments of the camp. Roth showed good long speed
while running routes and had a nice build and strength for a RB.

RB

2017

5-11 180

Badger

Hall is a young RB prospect who is only in middle school, but was one of the best youth RB at the
FBU Chicago camp. He showed very good hands and ability to catch difficult passes on very windy
days in Chicago. Hall is very quick in the open field and was able to make defenders miss while
running his routes and with the ball in his hands. Hall is a very hard worker who has a very bright
future down the road.

RB

2020

5-4

Robbins

Marsh is a young RB prospect who is only in the 7th grade. He worked out as a RB but could also
grow into a WR down the line. He has very big hands and is able to pull the ball out of the air. His
coaches spoke very highly of him and his future on the offensive side of the ball.

RB

2021

5-10 144

Clinton

Sullivan was the best overall QB at the Camp. Coach Tony Ballard spoke very highly of him. He
showed very good leadership and ability to work and lead drills through the weekend. Sullivan has
a very compact,easy throwing motion. He was able to spin the ball in very windy weather
conditions. Sullivan had a nice over the top release and was very accurate and threw the ball on
time all weekend.

QB

2017

6-0

170

Mt. Zion

Kirkpatrick has a big frame at 6-2 215. At QB, he has good natural arm strength but needs to
continue to work on his craft as a passer. He was able to push the ball deep in very windy
conditions. As all young QBs, he needs to clean up his delivery and work on becoming more
consistent with his throwing motion. He has a very bright future.

QB

2020

6-2

215

Sheboygan North

Youth MVP Gatorade Award winner. Mahler has the best arm of all of the QBs in the Youth Group.
He is a very talented natural passer that spins the ball well and is able to consistently get good zip
on the ball. He is a good athlete at 6-0 200 lbs who can throw the ball well outside of the pocket.

QB

2020

6-0

200

Lakes

Mentone is a WR prospect who I have been able to see twice in the last few weeks. He really
shined at the FBU Chicago camp. He has a good frame for a freshman at 6'1 175lbs. Mentone
does a very nice job getting off the press and using his strength to clear the jam of the DB. He has
very nice hands and an ability to high point the football. Mentone needs to continue working his
craft, but has a chance to be a very good player.

WR

2019

6-1

175

140

CJ Rutherford

Delonte Harrell

Hasahn Austin

Zaavon Scott

Jalon Benson

Kevin Block

IL

IL

IL

MI

IL

IL

Lindblom

Rutherford continues to impress every time I see him. He is an FBU Alumni and a '16 US Army
Combine participant. He was the best WR at the '16 FBU Chicago camp and earned his 2nd Army
Combine invite. He has added weight and strength since his last year. Rutherford shows nice polish
as a young WR in his route running and ability to leap and control his body in the air. He had some
really nice catches in the end zone and against the sideline and showed an advanced skill set with
the ball in the air.

WR

2018

6-0

Marist

This is the 2nd time I have see Harrell in person; once in a game during the '15 season and again
at the FBU Chicago. Harrell plays in the slot and could also play RB. Heis at his best with the ball
in his hands in 1v1 situation. He has an ability to make defenders miss and to get open using his
quickness and change of direction. He is a nice build that would be able to break tackles as well.

WR

2018

5-10 175

Lyons Township

Austin is a WR prospect who can play inside or outside. We have evaluated him twice this month
and continues to shine. He was one of the top WRs at FBU Chicago. He has long arms with an
ability to make the difficult catch. Austin sacrificed his body diving over the middle to try and make a
play. He catches the ball well with his hands and shows a nice polish for a young player.

WR

2017

5-11 160

West Catholic

Scott is a very productive HS player. As a WR, he has a good build and showed the ability to get off
the jam at the line of scrimmage. He caught the ball well with his hands and used his length to
make the difficult catches. Scott did a nice job finding the voids in the zone of the defense and work
to get himself open. He showed advanced route running for only being a sophomore.

WR

2018

5-11 160

Rockford Harlem

Middle school WR Benson really stood out amongst his age group. He was one of the best youth
WRs at the camp. He had good size for a player still in middle school with a great leaping ability.
He was able to high point the football and make plays on 50/50 balls. Benson made big catch after
big catch in the 7v7 portion of the camp.

WR

2020

5-11 145

Plainfield North

High School Leadership Award Winner. Block is an athletic DB prospect who is at his best at the
safety position. He did a great job getting others lined up, making the defensive calls and being a
leader for his position group and the defense as a whole. Block has good size and is able to play in
the middle of the field as well as come down against the run on Friday nights. He was competitive
with the ball in the air and can get in and out of his back pedal.

DB

2017

6-0

155

175

Howard Willis III

Vincent Shaw

Donte Bronson

Isaiah Morrison

IL

IL

IL

IL

Lyons Township

Willis played all over the field at FBU Chicago. He could play CB, move to the nickel or safety. He
did a great job switching off WRs and communicating well with the other DBs. Willis had a good
understanding of the different defensive schemes that were taught by the defensive coaches. He
moved well in his back pedal and was able to easily transition and break on the football.

DB

2017

5-8

Lake Park

Shaw played CB at the FBU in Chicago but could also grow into a safety. His DB coach praised
him for his length and ability to play all over the defense. He was smooth in his back pedal and did
a good job with the football in the air. Shaw played with a good group of DBs at FBU Chicago who
dominated the last day's 7v7 session. He didn't get a ton of live passes thrown his way, but proved
to be one of the best DBs at the camp.

DB

2017

5-11 170

St. Laurence

Bronson is a long, lean DB that uses his length to jam and be physical with WRs. He took coaching
really well and did a good job communicating with his other DBs. He showed good long speed after
his back pedal turn with an ability to stay in the hip pocket of the WRs. Bronson is only a
sophomore and has potential to grow into a big CB.

DB

2018

5-10 180

St. Laurence

Morrison was one of the best true cover corners at the FBU Chicago camp. He lacks great size but
makes up for it with his quickness in his back pedal and change of direction while in man to man
coverage. He is very competitive with the ball in the air and plays with a ton of confidence. He didn't
get a ton of balls thrown his way during the live 7v7 sessions but did a great job on 1v1s.

DB

2018

5-8

160

160

